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THE
National Animal Damage Control Association
No. 38 December, 1983
UHAT ABE TA H 1 I ' 10 DO TO US ? .
When we heard USFWS was trying to close ADC offices in Region IV, George sent the
following letter (September 6th) to all Congressmen in the 4 affected States as well
as top brass USFWS:
"I am writing to you on behalf of the NATIONAL ANIMAL DAMAGE CONTROL ASSOCIATION of
which I am the President. The NADCA is a non-profit organization formed in order
that retired animal damage control (ADC) workers, such as myself, could continue to
contribute to the management of wildlife species conflicting with man's interests.
The Association membership is also open to wildlife professionals still active in
this field.
It has come to my attention that the ADC program in North Carolina (also SC, GA, &
FL), conducted by the U.'S.Fish & Wildlife Service with headquarters in Atlanta, GA is
scheduled to be discontinued in FY84. The reason given for this decision by Mr.James
Pulliam, Regional Director, is a lack of need for this kind of public services.
Congress in the Act of 1931 directed the Secretary of Agriculture and subsequently
the Secretary of the Interior to provide ADC services for the benefit of the public.
I was Regional Supervisor for the ADC program in the Southeastern States, including
North Carolina from 1965-7, and I can assure you there was a need for the program
then and that this need is even greater today due to the increased interaction
between an expanding human population encroaching on the limited space available to
wildlife. I am attaching a copy of a survey showing ADC needs conducted by the North
Carolina Agricultural Extension Service. In an economic evaluation of the ADC
situation, this report also states that $#*#* was lost to the State through the
depredations on winter wheat by swans and geese alone . (This information was not
available for your State, but it is reasonable to assume that the same situation
prevails in the area.)
Would you please contact the Assistant Secretary of the Interior for Fish, Wildlife,
and Parks to determine what the real reason is for abandoning the people of North
Carolina at a time when the loss of property and threat to human health and safety is
at an all time high ? It might also be interesting to inquire why the ratio of
USFWS Region IV staff is at the rate of 1 to every 4.8 field personnel. This might
explain in part why there is not more field work done in the Region.
The office . scheduled
affected states).
for closing is... (the 4 State offices were listed for the
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STATEWIDE SURVEY RESULTS OF ADC PROBLEMS BASED ON NUMBER OF COMPLAINTS
SPECIES TYPE OF DAMAGE NO./YEAR
Beaver Cutting trees, flooding 195
Blackbirds* Sprout pulling damage, roosts, crop damage,
feedlot depredation 4,328
Chipmunk Bulbs, shrubs, grain, vegetables, fruit/nut 2,000
Crow Depredation on grain & fruits 2,567
Deer Crop depredation, orchard browsing 1,060
Field mice Crop damage, root and tree girdling, lawns 2,675
Mink/weasel Poultry 50
Mole Burrowing in lawns & gardens 6,909
Muskrat Burrowing in dams . 754
Pigeon Roosting/nesting ' 19
Rabbit Garden & truck crops 1,912
Raccoon Crop damage 243
Skunk Odor under houses 567
Snake In & around houses 1,001
Sparrow J Roosting 439
Squirrel Fruit & nut damage, in houses 2,767
Waterfowl Damage to grain crops 163
Woodchuck Crop damage, burrowing 859
* Includes starlings
28,508
George S. Rost
We had the following reply from Reg. Director Pulliam (Oct. 7, 1983)
"A lot of things have obviously changed since your tenure as Wildlife Services
supervisor in the Southeast Region. Duties are now essentially restricted to
migratory bird related ADC work and coordination of certain migratory bird activities
such as surveys and banding. Funding sources are approximately 80% ADC and 20%
Wildlife Management. Of the total ADC resources available to the region in FY84
($689,000), 40% goes by Congressional direction to the two recently established
stations for blackbird/rice depredation work...The 1931 ADC Act notwithstanding,
there is no way the Service can or should assume responsibility for all ADC problems.
The eastern ADC program bears little resemblance to the western program. There is
widespread recognition here that resident wildlife problems are primarily a State
responsibility^..Consistent with national policy, national memorandums of
understanding and Congressional direction, in the Southeast Region these are
bird/aircraft hazards, urban blackbird roosts where public health and safety might be
involved, blackbird/rice depredation and waterfowl depredation...Faced with limited
resources that do not permit continuation of WA organization as it now stands, we
would hope to distribute funds and staff where we believe they can best meet the
highest priority migratory bird ADC needs in the region...At this point, our
reorganization proposal is just that—a proposal." James W. Pulliam, Jr.
George's reply (December 7) was as follows:
"The statement in your letter of October 7th indicating there had been changes in
Region IV since I worked there certainly hit the nail squarely on the head. There
have been changes and they have not been all for the best. The trend of using staff
people in the ADC program positions from the Chief in Washington to Region and State
levels who have had little or no experience in ADC activities has diluted the ADC
thrust. It is understandable that you and the Regional Office Staff and some State
Supervisors have lost sight of the intent of the Act of 1931. It must be nice to be
able to pick and chose the laws you will carry out.
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The financial situation of the ADC program in.Region.IV is a direct result of the
lack of professional integrity of the people who have had the responsibility to
defend budget submissions for the program. The fact that you are willing to pass the
ADC responsibility of your office onto the Agricultural Extension Service is an
example of the Service's effort to disengage itself from ADC responsibilties. It is
actions such as this that have forced NADCA to support the transfer of the program
from the Department of the Interior to the Department of Agriculture.
We realize more than anyone else that the eastern and western programs are different.
There are operational programs and extension programs. The western regions have a
combination of both with the major emphasis on operations. The eastern regions did
have both with the emphasis on extension. It might surprise you to know that
Arkansas had a Federal Staff of 17 field people doing control on damage caused by
muskrat, beaver, coyote, foxes, etc.
You mention in your letter that it is the States' responsibility to alleviate damage
caused by resident species. Since the Act o,f 1931 directed the Federal Government to
conduct ADC programs, / are the Game & Fish Directors in the States of North & South
Carolina, Florida, and Georgia aware that you propose to dump the ADC program on them
? Any Federal action of the scope you propose would have to be supported by an
environmental assessment. I would like to request a copy of the statement before
your proposed action is taken." George S, Rost
lo Aave. Azc£, kejzp the. toweyi ha££
When I first heard about the USFWS going to computers for ADC reporting I figured
that was the end. I'd had personal problems with the computer world and was sure
that ADC couldn't win. Since then I have been initiated into the fold and my Apple
II and I have become inseparable (Ann spells it "insufferable"). Computers are with
us whether we want them or not so as Confucius used to expound - "When rape
inevitable - relax and enjoy it". And it is actually true - they aren't all that bad
- it is the people that feed them you have to watch out for.
At Pink Madsen's suggestion, I asked Darrel Juve who has done more actual work with
the system- than anyone else in the USFWS to explain what this is all about. He has
kindly provided the information below, but I think the best reason in the world that
you have to support it, is that your 'friends' in the USFWS and other
preservationists are very.unhappy with the system and are working to cut its funding.
For the first time since we became "black hats" in the 60's we are gathering the
information we need to counteract the vague objections of the anti's to ADC. And the
data we are getting indicates we have been right all along. Projections show that a
very conservative cost benefit/ratio is in the neighborhood of 1 : 3-5. Thus for
every dollar spent on ADC you can expect a return of $3-5 saved in losses that would
have been. Furthermore, they Have not rushed into the program but have gone ahead
cautiously so that even an old rat-snapper like me could handle what the field is
expected to do. This is a program I feel needs your support, so I'll let Darrel
explain it -
"Bob Reynolds asked me to respond to Pink Madsen's letter requesting information on
the ADC-MIS for THE PROBE. Your note jogged me into making an attempt at explaining
what this new reporting system is all about.
HISTORY
The lack of proper documentation of why control work must be done has made it very
difficult to adequately respond to criticisms in the past. In the 1960's efforts
were begun to seek solutions to our reporting problems. Animal Damage Control
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Request forms (R2-208 & Rl-44) were put in use throughout the west to provide better
documentation, but these and other changes proved inadequate and required more DFA
time to fill out the reports. Through the 60's and 70's State and Regional offices
were required to provide more and more information never required before. Thus DFAs,
District and State offices became artists using the "Crystal Ball" data informational
system which many times resulted in our biting ourselves in the leg. This is not to
say that much of the information we were reporting was not accurate or important, it
just never seemed to be enough or the right kind. In an attempt to remedy this
situation the Animal Damage Control Management Information System (ADC-MIS) was
initiated. The basis for this lay in the appearance of a report by Packham, Balser,
and Greenwood ("A Conceptual Plan for the Animal Damage Control Management
Information System") at the same time the California ADC State Office became
frustrated with waiting for a new reporting system. The program in California was
under almost continuous assault at the county and state levels. While the
information was available from a 'good data base, considerable staff time was wasted
in preparing proposals for funding these programs. To speed up the process,
California ADC decided to buy a computer and develop its own MIS. In FY 1980, the
National and California efforts were' merged into what is now the ADC-MIS.
WHAT IS THE ADC-MIS ?
ADC-MIS is designed to:
1. Significantly increase the information base on ADC activities to provide data on
What, Why, Where, & How we do our work.
2. Standardize all ADC reporting so the data is comparable between states.
3. Reduce time and paper work by DFAs and State Offices in providing information.
4. Provide accurate information to manage programs and report accomplishments.
To achieve these goals it was necessary to resort to computers and computer programs
as without them it would be impossible to upgrade our reporting system without
significantly increasing costs in staff and time. The computers themselves are not
the ADC-MIS, but simply a tool to accomplish the task easier and quicker. They have
not put anyone out of work but they do result in changes in some staff jobs.
Instructions (programs) in the computer are easy to use and anyone who can type can
be taught how to use them.
Many people have a tendency to over simplify what we in ADC do. There is a broad
misconception that ADC works only to protect sheep by killing coyotes. While this is
important, this is certainly not all that we do. The problem species we deal with
and the resources we protect each number in the hundreds and actual losses to
ranchers, farmers, lumbermen, homeowners, consumers, etc. are estimated to be in the
billions of dollars annually. The ADC-MIS can provide much of the information
necessary to document the problems and our efforts and successes under the
restrictions on our work.
USE OF THE MIS
There are 6 western ADC operational States currently using the ADC-MIS. California,
Texas, and Utah were the first to test and improve the system. Arizona, New Mexico,
and Okalhoma began using the system in July 1983. Idaho, Oregon, Nevada, Wyoming,
Colorado, North Dakota, and Nebraska may begin before October 1984 if time and funds
permit. In addition all Eastern programs will be integrated into the system
eventually, but the exact structure of these programs will need study.
The MIS is designed not only to provide information on our program, but also to
provide information to manage our work with cooperating States, Counties,
Associations, and individuals. No attempts have been made to bias the system so
information reported is only of a positive nature. Aside from generating summary
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reports the information can be used to spot problems that may be occurring. The
computers cannot think, make decisions, or draw conclusions . They simply report the
information they have been given by the field. This data is then organized by the
computer to summarize information upon which supervisors can make decisions.
In reference to the use of MIS data to 'support' and 'defend' the program or
fieldmens' jobs, I must reiterate that the MIS is a 'double-edged sword' that can cut
both ways. If we are doing our jobs, very positive information is available to
document the fact and if we are not, that will also be reflected.
In discussing major uses of MIS data, I must refer to California as that is the one
with which I am most familiar. In the past year data from MIS has provided reports
to several County Boards of Supervisors which resulted in continued funding of the
cooperative programs in these counties. , The MIS data documented statewide damage
projections for the California Department of Food & Agriculture in their brief in the
EPA 1080 hearings and provided cost/benefit ratios and damage estimates used in the
Governor's Task Force hearings on 1080
 xand the Cooperative Animal Damage Control
Program. The outcome of the Governor's Task Force was a recommendation to continue
the program with the $700,000+ state funding. California has also used MIS data to
evaluate our County programs and identify problem areas that require further
investigation and take any needed corrective action quickly.
In addition, California now knows what and how many resources are protected, has a
handle on both verified and reported damage, acreage worked by land class monthly and
annually, and other data not available in the past. Because of the MIS we are able
for the first time to compare the statewide sheep/lamb losses to predation from the
1974 USDA depredation survey to our rancher reported losses in the cooperative
counties. We found that the average reported lamb losses in the cooperative counties
was 3.5% as compared to the USDA California statewide losses of 9% . And we think
this is only the 'tip of the iceberg' compared to what uses we will find in the
future.
IMPACTS ON THE DFAs
The MIS is required to be used by all employees, including supervisors, once the
system has been implemented in a state. In California, we found the amount of time
required to fill out reports has been reduced between 70-80% from our previous
reporting system. Only an average of 5 minutes a day is required to complete all
daily forms and these forms are completed in the field and not at home after work.
We do not feel the new system is difficult to learn though it will be a major change
in the way we report our activities. Some adapt very quickly and others require more
time and effort, but this ability is independent of age. Supervisors are instructed
t 0
 be very patient during the learning process and to provide whatever time, effort,
and support is needed. It takes an average of 2 days per DFA to conduct this
training. It is recommended that the training be done on the trapline where the DFA
is more comfortable and normal field operations are not disrupted. Basically the
number of reports will be reduced but this may vary with the needs in the individual
states.
Under the MIS system, itineraries (weekly), time & mileage reports (monthly), and
individual summary reports (monthly) are printed from the data submitted on the cards
and sent to each individual for review and editing, if. necessary. This is done so
each person can be sure what is printed is what they wanted to say. Corrections are
made based on what the DFA wants changed. We also encourage the continued use of the
Field Diary by all personnel.
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MIS REPORTS ' . •
The report forms used in the MIS are:
1. Agreement for control of animals on private property.
2. Agreement for control of animals on non-private property (BLM, USFS, etc.)
3. Agreement for control supplement (cooperator reported losses, number of resources
protected, months grazed, etc.)
4. Weekly report (daily mileage, time, per diem, inventory, etc.)
5. Operational activity report (OAR) mark sense card for reporting each visit on a
property covering operational work on predators, beaver, muskrat, porcupine, or
operational urban work.
6. Aerial report mark sense card for reporting aerial hunting activity. Used only by
aerial gunners & pilots.
7. Technical assistance report (TA) mark sense card for reporting extension type
work. ' ,•
8. Bird/rodent control report (B/R) mark sense card for reporting all operational
bird and rodent control work.
The agreements, supplements, and weekly report forms are filled out with written
information which is typed into the computer. Some coding is used but there is room
to write common names next to codes.
The four (4) cards (mark sense) are completed by marking specific blocks in pencil
with coded information provided each employee. These are recorded in the computer
by special equipment, at the rate of 1 second per card. All cards allow room for
comments to be written on the back if the DFA wishes to send written information to
his supervisor or State Office.
Employee codes (ADC Codes) are assigned by the State Office. All private property
agreements are numbered by the DFAs and these codes all begin with the DFAf s ADC code
followed by the- agreement number in any order the DFA chooses. For example, if the
employees ADC Code is 001, the agreement number on his first agreement might be
00101. Resources, species, methods, etc. are also coded - Sheep are 001, Lambs 002,
Coyotes 001, Bobcats 002, Traps 01, M-44s 02, etc. These codes are standardized and
will not be changed but there is room in the system for additions if necessary.
Public land agreements are assigned by District or State Supervisors and provided to
the DFAs assigned to work that land. Periodically, the computer prints a list for
each DFA of their agreement numbers, the common name of the property, telephone
number, and county so they have a ready reference of how they have assigned their
numbers and which numbers are available. When the computer prints itineraries and
summary reports from these data, the information is decoded to English for ease of
review and editing.
This brief explanation may make marking cards sound worse than it really is. DFAs in
California fill out about 3 cards a day and less than 1% are returned to them for
corrections. Incidentally, the time spent on an individual property is the DFA's
best estimate and is not a time card. We only ask they be consistent in estimating
the time.
To go into anymore detail without being able to show examples would only lead to
confusion. I have trained about 19 DFAs in four states and they all found the cards
much easier to use than they originally thought. A comprehensive, clearly
illustrated manual is provided each participant in the project. The vast majority of
the DFAs using the new reporting system in the six states have learned it without
difficulty and are doing an excellent job.
One last item of major importance is that the information on individual ranchers,
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farmers, etc. held in the computer or other files is fully protected from disclosure
and will not be released without the written consent of these individuals. Only
summary information not identifiable to an individual will be used for public reports
of our activities." Barrel Juve
l l I I l I
As an example of the extent of confirmed vertebrate damage, we got the following
figures from the printout on California for Oct. 82 to Sep. 83:
Resource Rural Urban Total
Sheep $208,807 5,125 213,932
Goats 8,136 1,563 9,672
Cattle 66,240 280 66,520
Swine 345 50 395
Poultry 31.160 13,566 44,726
Horses 250 5,630' 5,900
Exotic game, etc. 0 11,091 11,091
Agric. Crops 390,165 4,033 394,198
Bldg./Grounds 265,361 95,780 * 361,141
Totals 970,464 137,138 $1,107,575
While admittedly California is our greatest agricultural producer so that over a
million dollars worth of wildlife damage might not apply to the rest of the country,
these figures do not include losses to birds and field rodents (including commensals)
so the total economics of ADC is staggering.
Ah, to He. 40 - loome/i one. AiJJJL JsLtzA^btexL in. you &ut the. cuimy -Lin't.
LETTERS 10 YE ED
"The past 7 months of my retirement have surely gone fast. I've managed to keep
fairly busy with gardening and traveling. I've also managed to scratch a few geese,
pheasants and some trout in the 9 lb. class (if this doesn't get you visitors I don't
know what will)...start on new home next year which may cut into fishing and hunting
time. I keep in touch with most of the trappers and supervisors." Ray Piggott
"When my daughter's best friend was asked by the teacher to name the four seasons.
She brightened up and quickly replied, 'Deer, dove, turkey and quail !" Her teacher
looked somewhat nonplused until she remembered that Mackey's dad is a game warden,
and then she said, 'Yes, that is right. Now name the OTHER four seasons ! "' Sandy
Whittley, Bill Sims' super secretary, San Angelo, TX
"Winter began here just before Thanksgiving and it looks like no letup in sight. It
will be interesting to see if the Jackrabbits cause problems to the farmers this
year. In my travels, I have seen some heavy populations in the summer months and
into fall. Even so, the problem areas may escape who knows ? I'll bet the
problem would cease to exist if the pelts were worth $2. The snowshoe hare in South
Dakota remained in check for that very reason. At a time when coyote numbers were
held down by our efforts, the rabbits did not increase despite the antis philosophy -
pelts were worth 80c to $1.25 in the round.eeThe name of the game then and now is
'economies'. All the sob sister platitudes and moanings would be soundly pooh-poohed
if there was an opportunity to make a buck on pelts in Idaho...Finally, the snowshoe
rabbit is still found in South Dakota, demonstrating that even economic pressure
hasn't seriously hurt that population, only kept it within reasonable bounds." Don
Donahoo, Rexburg, ID
"...John Westoby (Sonoma Co. Deputy Ag Comm.) & I are nearly half way through our ten
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year coyote study...We have proven coyotes run more on hard ground than they do in a
swamp. The constant intrinsic quotient variable (that's computer lingo) was 5.3 for
dense surfaces & 0.09 for soft areas. As additional- evidence and^as a visual aid we
have a picture of John & I waving our arms and stuck up to our waists in mud near the
Petaluma River. Luckily, Ron Thompson (USFWS) happened to be driving by and spotted
us (he's the one" who took our picture). Although our activities had not been
officially authorized Ron was kind enough to pull us out.
Our taste aversion and lie detection experiments have not been completed. However, I
would like to announce a new and startliiig discovery. When 6 900-mg bright red
capsules (lithium chloride), 6 900-mg bright orange capsules (dehydrated gorilla
urine) and 6 900-mg bright green capsules (truth serum) are administered to coyotes
all at once their droppings look like rainbow sherbert." Jim O'Brien, Sonoma Co.
"I'd appreciate whatever you can do to help us get rid of this dangerous poison (
Water Can Kill Ya THE PROBE, No. 37:7). Please send whatever you can afford - $1,000
or less to CAW (Citizens Against Water)." Guy, Connolly Twin Falls, ID
Uhesi you don't know lohat you'/ie. doing, do -it nenJULy*
MEEXEHJGS
Haven't got space for the details here, but these are meetings coming up:
11th VERTEBRATE PEST CONFERENCE, Red Lion Inn, Sacramento, CA - March 6-8, 1984.
Contact: Rex Marsh, Wildlife Biology, UC-Davis, CA 95616.
1984 CONFERENCE AND TRAINING ON WILDLIFE HAZARDS TO AIRCRAFT, Charleston, SC - May
22-24, 1984. Contact: Dr. Lilia Abron-Robinson, Peer Consultants, Inc., 1160
Rockville.Pike, Suite 202, Rockville, MD 20852,,
Pe.opJL2. wJJUL iuy anything that 1A one. to a cit&tomeji.
rs
Jurisdiction over the wolf pack in Minnesota was given to the State by Interior and
they were promptly sued. Ron Schara (Minneapolis Star/Tribune columnist) points out
that the Minnesota's Dept. of Natural Resources (DNR) has enough worries without that
gift. "You don't manage wolves. You hassle over wolves in front of federal
judges...Cleveland Amory doesn't trust Minnesota and, if you send money, his Fund for
Animals will save the innocent beasts by asking a federal judge to be a wolf
biologist." The State'swolf populaton has remained at a stable 1,200 in recent
years, declining in the wildest part of its range because of a depletion of its main
food supply - deer. And Interior has not spent a penny on improving the habitat
(increasing deer forage) because of greater priorities elsewhere. The protectionist
groups are not concerned with the USFWS failure to provide for the wplf, but with the
limited trapping season, the DNR has proposed. With a stable population established,
DNR wants to take surplus animals which are moving down to agricultural land where
the deer (and more easily taken domestic livestock) are thickest. DNR is
"...biologically correct. But remember, we're back in fantasy land, where scientific
wildlife management takes a back seat to wilderness symbols and endangered species
list." Thanx to Mark Worcester.
Nothing 1A e.veji accomplished &y a AjeasonaJLie. man,
THIS PUBLICATION IS INTENDED AS AM INTOJWAL NEWSLETTER TO MEMBERS AMD SUPPORTERS 0T
NADCA. IT IS NOT AM OTTICIAL DECLARATION OT NADCA POLIO/'OR A CDNC&ISUS Of OPINION
IN ALL INSTANCES.
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